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Register Now, Get Early-Bird Special
for GBN’s First Combined Summit
Until the end of July save $50 off your registration to attend the industry’s biggest networking and education event of the year: The GBN Golf Professional
Summit Oct. 2-4 and the GBN Instructor Summit Oct. 3-5 at The Villas at Grand
Cypress in Orlando. Our speakers and topics are designed to provide you with
insights you won’t get at any other event. And it’s only for GBN members.
Highlights from the Golf Professional Summit include a full Sunday afternoon
of retailing ideas and strategies in conjunction with GBN’s retail solution partner
Green Grass One (read more about GG1 on page 2). Monday will include an indepth look at Financial Reporting issues, player development opportunities and
our annual Pro-Pro competition on Grand Cypress’ very enjoyable New Course.
Tuesday’s combined summit day will focus on instruction and features David
Leadbetter, who has been ranked the world’s top golf instructor by Golf Digest.
Making his first appearance at a GBN event, he will talk about Lessons that
Every Great Teacher Must Learn. Also on Tuesday, One of Golf Digest’s 50
Greatest Teachers, Fred Griffin, our host professional, will show some of the
innovative ways he teaches the short game.
The final day of the Instructor Summit will include a wide variety of topics
starting with The Golf Channel’s Kraig Kann on The Importance of Standing
Out. Also on Wednesday’s agenda is Theresa McKeon, founder of TAGteach
International. She will discuss research
into non-verbal training methods that
can speed the learning process for your
students. Tim Mahoney joins the discussion with “New Reality: Helping Your
Facility While Protecting Your Brand.”
Dr. Tim Lee from Canada’s McMaster
University will explain the scientific principles behind acquiring and retaining
golf skills and the summit concludes
with the always creative Martin Hall,
2008 PGA National Teacher of the Year,
on how he uses his boundless creativity
to help his students every day.
The luxurious Villas at Grand Cypress
See more details on pages 8 and 9.
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NEW MEMBER BENEFIT

EXCLUSIVE New Retail Solution For GBN Golf
Professionals is a Slam Dunk for Savings
Golf Business Network is very pleased to announce that
we have forged an alliance with Canada’s Green Grass One
(GG1) to provide our golf professional members direct financial benefits from being part of a large, influential group
of on-course retailers. These financial benefits will include
significant year-end rebates. Additionally, there will be personalized support for your merchandising effort from our
team of retail experts. Best practices will be cultivated from
and distributed to our GBN members on an ongoing basis.
Best of all, there is no charge to the golf professional or
facility to take advantage of GG1’s services and benefits.
The only catch is that to be a part
of their retail solution as they now
expand into the United States,
you must be a GBN member.
For nearly a decade GG1 has
been revolutionizing the oncourse retail market in Canada by
delivering a comprehensive retail
solution for members of its network of golf professionals and facilities. GG1 organizes the
entire group to operate as one consolidated network of
buyers to create strong financial benefits and valuable retail
solutions for their members.
“The merchandising and retail solutions GG1 has developed and implemented are a perfect compliment to the
business services GBN has created,” said Bob Mulcahy,
President of GBN. “This is a very significant opportunity
that GBN members should not pass up.”
The GG1 Team has a long background in business and
retail and works closely with top golf professionals, retailers and suppliers. Their success has come through high
levels of personalized service and hands-on support including group meetings, a member-only web community
and on-site visits. Here is how it works:
Participants receive direct financial benefits from
being part of a large, influential group of on-course
retailers:

• Significant year-end rebates (5-7%) incremental to all
supplier discounts and rebates currently in place.
• Cash rewards on your personal Visa Rewards reloadable cash card, earned through supplier sales and
marketing initiatives.
• Sales and margin growth for your golf shop through
collaboration with the GBN/GG1 team to help you drive
new sales at healthy margins and implement disciplined inventory management and controls.
Year round support from a team of seasoned retail
golf experts and sharing of best practices from over
500 top golf facilities in North
America:
• The	
  GG1	
  Team	
  has	
  a	
  long	
  back-‐

Many Green Grass One
accounts are saving more
than $5,000 annually with
NO cost to participate.

ground	
  in	
  business	
  and	
  retail	
  and	
  
has	
  worked	
  closely	
  with	
  top	
  golf	
  
professionals,	
  retailers,	
  and	
  sup-‐
pliers	
  for	
  more	
  than	
  eight	
  years.
•	
  GBN/GG1 members receive

hands-on support through group
meetings, a member-only web community, shop visits,
phone, and email.
• GBN/GG1 members have access to a vast library of
tools, templates, benchmarks and free retail services.
Significant reduction in your team’s administrative
time through GG1’s consolidated billing platform:
• GG1 pays the GBN/GG1 supplier invoices on behalf of
the entire group while members manage just one billing
account, accessed online.
• All invoices are received by email and are always available online. Early payment discounts remain in place
and you can choose to pay online.
• Invoice due dates consolidated to twice monthly - extending terms for payment and making payment easier.
You may sign up for a GBN/GG1 account at any time
with GG1 planning to debut a robust list of participating
companies by early Fall. See below for details on setting
up your account with Green Grass One today.

What is required to get on board with Green Grass One?
• There are no costs or purchasing restrictions of any kind.
• Simply complete a short credit application so that GG1 can extend credit for your
purchases from the program supply partners (to obtain please contact GBN or GG1).
• For more information, please contact Steve Doucet (steve@greengrassone.com)
or visit www.greengrassone.com
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WHAT I’M HEARING

Game’s Growth Points to “Sandwich” Generation
through improving two main
areas, which are;
• Focusing on delivering
comprehensive solutions in
This year we ambitiously unplayer development areas.
dertook a yearlong initiative
• Creating and/or modifying
titled “No Golfer Left Betournament programs at the
hind.” It is based on cultivatclub to meet the needs of
ing ideas and sharing prothe members.
grams that can potentially
The conference also
build golf participation at
brought forward some inyour clubs. The program
teresting and unique methgrew out of our market reods in which Golf Professearch with clubs, research
sionals are accomplishing
that clearly indicating that
these objectives.
the greatest opportunity to
I was very pleased to
grow the game is to focus
hear
at the 20/20 Conferon player development of
It’s women and children first if you are going to grow participation
ence that the industry has
women and juniors. Women
currently make up more than 50 percent of the Ameri- embraced the need to address the player retention
can workforce and make more of the family purchas- and satisfaction issues that are permeating our industry. Overall there were some very interesting points.
ing decisions than men do. For the game to grow it
In particular:
has to be thought of as a family game and that can
Jon Last (Founder and President of Sports and
only happen if we do a better job of welcoming
Leisure Research) has identified the “Sandwich Genwomen and juniors and turning them into golfers.
eration,” which consists of people 36 to 46 – an age
Hopefully, you’ve had an opportunity to view the
that generally starts to be in a position to begin joinwebinars and absorb the ideas gathered from our
GBN members, and these ideas are having a positive ing country clubs. This group falls between the Baby
Boomers and Generation X. More importantly, these
impact on your program.
people are shaping golf’s landscape and meeting
In May I attended the Golf 20/20 Conference at
World Golf Village in Florida hosted by the World Golf their needs may be very important to your golf program’s success. Those needs include:
Foundation. At this gathering, over 300 industry ex• This generation is child-centric, with 65% feeling
perts shared ideas and listened to presentations that
that the environment today is less safe for their
discussed the state of the industry and how to imkids than it was for themselves.
prove it. It is gratifying to see that the industry is fi• A reality check on what they are rightly entitled to.
nally recognizing what you our members have already
• To see themselves as survivors and form a new
realized and addressed.
definition of “community.”
Joe Beditz (President of the National Golf FoundaOur research and personal interaction with our
tion) reported that the golf population had declined
from 2009 to 2010 by another 1 million players. Even members clearly indicates that properly serving this
constituency can prove very rewarding at your club.
more concerning is that core golfers made up half of
The ones who have successfully marketed programs
this decline. He further stated that over the next five
years it is likely that golf course openings will number to this generation are seeing significant results in inbetween 30-50 each year—against an estimated 100- creased participation and member satisfaction. To
150 closures each year. Obviously, our industry is go- meet the demands of this generation one must provide a “safe haven,” build an enriching sense of
ing through a significant contraction problem.
community and make family a part of the solution.
Fortunately, GBN members have been bucking
This industry continues to evolve and change, but
this trend. I have been encouraged to hear from
many of you that participation at your clubs is on the those willing to adapt will survive. You are the leaders
so you can and will make the necessary adjustments.
rise. Naturally this trend exerts a positive impact on
We are committed to being a resource in that quest
the bottom line and on member satisfaction. It is infor growth and stability at your facilities.
teresting to note that this has been accomplished
By Bob Mulcahy, CEO
Golf Business Network
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MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT

Advisory Boards to Keep GBN on Leading Edge
As GBN continues in its role as the leading provider of operations data and career guidance for top golf professionals and golf instructors, the company is establishing Member Advisory Boards for both our Golf Professional Division
and our Instructor Division.
Each board will include at least 10 members representing a wide geographic and facility diversity. Each will help
guide our management team by:
• Assisting in determining priorities
for new member services.
Instructor Division
• Helping to identify topics and
Advisory Board
trends that should be addressed
by GBN educational materials and
Mike Adams
events.
Todd Anderson
• Providing input on additional GBN
Steve Atherton
consulting services that the comMike Bender
pany may offer in the future.
Henry Brunton
The Advisory Boards will meet
Jeff Ritter
three times per year: Once via teleconference, once during the GBN AnDavid Phillips
nual Summits and once during the
Trillium Sellers
PGA Merchandise Show. For the first
Laird Small
year, GBN’s management has seDeb Vangellow
lected the members of each Advisory

Board, which will be in place through the end of 2012.
In subsequent years, GBN will create opportunities for
additional members to sit on the boards as we want input
from as many members as possible to make our services
as relevant and timely as possible.
Today we are pleased to unveil our Instructor Division
Advisory Board for 2011-12. It includes:
Mike Adams, Hamilton Farm G.C., Gladstone, NJ
Todd Anderson, Sea Island Learning Center, St. Simons Island, GA
Steve Atherton, GolfTEC, Greenwood Village, CO
Mike Bender, Mike Bender Golf Academy, Lake Mary, FL
Henry Brunton, Henry Brunton Golf, Maple, Ontario,
Canada
Jeff Ritter, ASU Karsten G. Gse., Tempe, AZ
David Phillips, Titleist Performance Institute, Oceanside, CA
Trillium Sellers, Chevy Chase C.C., Chevy Chase, MD
Laird Small, Pebble Beach Golf Academy, Pebble
Beach, CA
Deb Vangellow, Sweetwater C.C., Sugar Land, TX
Our Golf Professional Division Advisory Board will be
announced in the coming weeks.

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT

Golf Business Network Nearing Full Capacity:
Division Memberships to be Capped
To maintain our ability to provide personalized services for our members – the game’s top golf professionals and instructors – Golf Business Network
(GBN) will be capping its membership capacity for
each of its three main divisions.
The Golf Professional Division (encompassing
Head Golf Professionals and Directors of Golf) has
now reached its capacity of 500 members. The Instructor Division will be capped at 350 members
and the Assistant Professional Division (made up
mostly of First Assistant Professionals) will be
capped at 250.
Currently the Instructor Division is at 335 members and will
start a waiting list within the next
30 days while the Assistants Division is currently at 225 members.

GBN will continue to accept recommendations
and referrals for new members from our existing
members as there is always a limited amount of
turnover each year.
A limited number of overseas memberships and
Associate Instructor memberships will still be available. These memberships only include access to
GBN educational events and access to portions of
the member website. Thus they don’t affect GBN’s
ability to provide the personalized services to our
full members that you have come to expect.
To refer someone for membership before the Instructor and Assistant Divisions are full or to add
someone to the waiting list for the
Golf Professional Division, please
contact GBN at 908-234-0021.
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Golf Professional Summit 2011

2011 Summit Line-up
Sunday, October 2
11:00 am-	

Begin Summit Check-in at
	

	

Conference Center

The Villas at Grand Cypress, Orlando, FL Oct. 2-4

Join the Conversation...
...with the golf industryʼs top merchandisers, managers and
instruction experts. The agenda is filled with insights and
intelligence that will grow your business. Our speakers will
explain how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find out simple ways to make your financial reporting more effective
Get critical retailing answers from leading merchandisers
Understand how player development can become a profit center
Grow your understanding of the swing from David Leadbetter
Learn how to leverage your off-season for more shop sales in 2012
Plus: The best on-site networking of any event in the industry

Host Site: The Villas at Grand Cypress, host to the LPGA Tourʼs Titleholders, is conveniently located 25 minutes from Orlando International
airport. You will NOT need a rental car during the summit.
PGA/LPGA Education Credits: Agenda will be submitted to the PGA
and LPGA for continuing education for association members. Approximately 13 hours of education will be included in the summit.
Lodging: GBN has a very special summit rate at the Villas at Grand
Cypress for only $125 per night SINGLE OR DOUBLE occupancy.
(Double occupancy rooms will be filled first-come, first-served.) Contact the Villas directly at 800-835-7377, if you need to reserve a room.
Cost: Includes all meals at Grand Cypress during the program and all
sessions for only $395 for Golf Professional Division members who
register by July 31st. NOTE: Rate will increase by $50 after July 31st.
Optional Pro-Pro Tournament is an additional $60.
Registration: Login to www.golfbusinessnetwork.com and on the Education Events page you will find the Summit Registration link.

GBN Golf Professional Division Platinum Sponsors:
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1:00 -1:15 pm	

1:15 - 2:00	

	

	

2:00 - 2:45	

	

	

2:45 - 3:00	

3:00 - 4:00	

4:00 - 5:00	

	

	


GBN Presentation
Green Grass One (GG1)
retailing presentation
Retail Roundtable -Getting the
Most From Your Off-season
Break
GG1 Effective Retail Display
Q&A with Merchandising
Award Winners

5:30 - 7:00	

	

	


Demo equipment product and 	

Cocktail Party at Resort Range

Monday, October 3
7:30-8:30 am	

 Breakfast
8:30-9:45	

Effective Financial Reporting to
	

	

Your Club Leaders
9:45-10:45	

Roundtable discussion
10:45-11:00	

 Break	

 	

	

11:00-Noon	

 No Golfer Left Behind Initiative
Noon-1:00pm	

 Lunch
1:00-6:00	

Pro-Pro event (New Course)
7:00 pm	


Dinner

Tuesday, October 4
7:30-8:30 am	

 Breakfast
8:30-10:15 am	

 To Be Announced
10:15-10:45 am Break (go outdoors to academy)
10:45-11:00 am Partner Presentation
11:00-Noon	

 How I Teach the Short Game
	

	

(Fred Griffin)
Noon-1:00 pm	

Lunch
1:00-3:00 pm	

 Lessons Every Great Teacher 	

	

	

Must Learn (David Leadbetter)
3:00-3:15 pm	

 Partner Presentation
3:15-6:00 pm	

 Demo Day

Instructor Summit 2011

2011 Summit Line-up
Monday, October 3
11am-5:00 pm	

 Check-in at Conference Center

The Villas at Grand Cypress, Orlando, FL Oct. 3-5

Join the Conversation...
...with Americaʼs top teachers, motor-learning experts,
technology leaders and marketing experts for three days
in Orlando. The agenda is filled with the freshest information to grow your business and help your students improve faster. Our speakers will explain how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build your own brand and become more valuable to your facility
Elevate your personal presentation and stand out from the crowd
Grow your understanding of the swing from Leadbetter and Hall
Learn the science behind acquiring and retaining golf skills
Plus: The best on-site networking and new products of the year
Plus: Absolutely the best value offered by any industry event

Host Site: The Villas at Grand Cypress, host to the LPGA Tourʼs Titleholders, is conveniently located 25 minutes from Orlando International airport. You will NOT need a rental car during the summit.
PGA/LPGA Education Credits: Agenda will be submitted to the PGA
and LPGA for continuing education for association members. Approximately 13 hours of education will be included in the summit.
Lodging: GBN has a very special summit rate at the Villas at Grand
Cypress for only $125 per night SINGLE OR DOUBLE occupancy.
(Double occupancy rooms will be filled first-come, first-served.) Contact the Villas directly at 800-835-7377 if you need to reserve a room.
Cost: Includes all meals at Grand Cypress and all sessions for only
$395 for Instructor Division members who register by July 31st. Associate Instructor members are welcome to attend for $445. Golf Professional members may attend both summits for $525. NOTE: Rates
will increase by $50 after July 31st. Optional Pro-Pro Tournament is
an additional $60.
Registration: Login to www.golfbusinessnetwork.com and on the
Education Events page you will find the Summit Registration link.

GBN Instructor Division 2011 Education Sponsors:
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1:00 pm	


Optional Pro-Pro Golf Event

7:00 pm	


Dinner with Head Pro Attendees

Tuesday, October 4
7:30-8:30 am	

 Breakfast
8:30-10:15 am	

 To Be Announced
10:15-10:45 am Break (go outdoors to academy)
10:45-11:00 am Partner Presentation
11:00-Noon	

 How I Teach the Short Game
	

	

(Fred Griffin)
Noon-1:00 pm	

Lunch
1:00-3:00 pm	

 Lessons That Every Great Teacher
	

	

Must Learn (David Leadbetter)
3:00-3:15 pm	

 Partner Presentation
3:15-6:00 pm	

 Demo Day
6:30-8:00 pm	

 Cocktail party (Villas Pool)
Wednesday, October 5
7:30-8:30 am	

 Breakfast
8:30-9:30 am	

 The Importance of Standing Out 	

	

	

(Kraig Kann)
9:30-10:30 am	

 “Tagging” Students to Maximize
	

	

Improvement (Theresa McKeon)
10:30-10:45	

 Break	

10:45-11:00	

 Partner Presentation
11:00- Noon	

 New Reality: Helping Your Facility 	

	

	

While Protecting Your Brand	

	

	

(Tim Mahoney)
12:00-1:00 pm Lunch
1:00- 2:00 pm	

 The Science of Acquiring and Re	

	

taining Golf Skills (Dr. Tim Lee)
2:00- 2:15 pm	

 Break
2:15- 3:30 pm	

 Teachers Can’t be Too Creative
	

	

(Martin Hall)
Thursday, October 6
8:00- Noon OPTIONAL WORKSHOP
	

How To Stand Out hosted by
	

Golf Channel’s Kraig Kann
	

(Cost and Registration information
	

to be announced in July)

2011 GBN COMPANY-WIDE INITIATIVE

To Leave No Golfer Behind: Focus on Fitting
When Club Specs Are Wrong, New Golfers Turn Off
By David Gould, GBN Special Correspondent

takeaway, over-swinging, crossing the line, then an awkward forward swing as they try to recover,” says Yeaton.
Those habits are not so easy to undo, he suggests. And
in some cases there won’t be a chance to try—the player
will decide the game is overly difficult and drift away.

Your GBN newsletter, “The Network,” continues its coverage of golfer development in 2011. This installment in
the year-long series addresses clubfitting—how it affects
the attraction and retention of new or returning players.

THE VERDICT IS IN—MISFIT CLUBS LEAD TO POOR
FEEL, BAD BALL FLIGHT AND A MYSTERIOUSLY
If cardiac patients were like new golfers, they would
DIFFICULT SPORT
refuse the latest angioplasty technique and ask for major
During the 1990’s, as golf rode a crest of popularity, peropen-heart surgery to repair a tiny artery. “I’m new at
sonalized clubfitting was a footnote to the success story
this,” the incoming heart patient would explain. “Save
being written. The wheeled fitting cart, with its array of
that really modern surgery for someone who’s been
shafts, heads and assembled clubs, was becoming a
around longer.”
common sight on the lesson tee. At the time, however,
A new golfer’s attitude toward custom golf equipment
the industry didn’t know how
is seldom rational. Therefore,
great a recruitment and retena persuasion job is needed to
tion tool it was gaining.
get playable clubs in the newThese days the technology,
bie’s hands. From the scruffithe tools and the golf profesest muni to the most fashionsional’s presentation skills are
able country club, the industry
all in place. Therefore, sticks
is trying to rebuild the populathat make sense should be
tion of golfers and replenish
getting into the bags of entrythe game’s appeal. Most sealevel golfers. The task of personed professionals would
suasion is still a work in proagree that some form of clubgress, apparently. But why?
fitting is vital to that effort.
Didn’t golf switch quickly from
“If the club doesn’t fit, the
metal spikes to plastic using
golfer is going to make certain
effective PR and a publicmoves to compensate for it,”
service-announcement apsays T.J. Yeaton, a GBN
proach? And isn’t the same
member who teaches at the
thing happening with “firm
PGA Tour Golf Academy in the
and fast,” as golfers accept
World Golf Village, St.
the need for dry patches and
Augustine, Florida.
mottled fairway colorations, in
“Those compensations and
the name of sustainable
bad habits aren’t conducive to
agronomy?
sticking with the game,” he
Brian Bishop, a GBN
adds. To be an effective
member
and head profesteacher, you need to recogsional
at
Maple Bluff Country
nize what Yeaton believes are
Club
in
Madison,
Wisconsin,
telltale signs of ill-fitting
looks
at
the
clubs
in a golfer’s
clubs—especially when the
bag
as
a
personal
matter to
golfer in question is young or
that
individual
golfer—which
female or both.
means you have to convince
“What I notice are traits like
people one golfer at a time.
bowing of the right wrist and
Are
you
still
a
little
in
the
dark
about
fitting
clubs
to
new
golfers?
(Continued on p. 8)
excessive weight shift during
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2011 GBN COMPANY-WIDE INITIATIVE
(Continued from page 7)
“It’s a conversation you have one by one,” says Bishop.
“Whether it’s an adult who is taking up the game or it’s
parents getting their child involved, you can’t just write articles in the club newsletter” to get the message across.

view. “We need to introduce clubfitting into Get Golf Ready
to give new players an awareness of what it can do,” Flenniken commented. “The guy at Costco doesn't tell you
about the lie angle of your clubs, and as a new golfer you
don’t have a clue about your clubs.”
At some point, the major club manufacturers may need
to structure a system to reward both the clubfitter and the
SOME TYPE OF PUBLIC-SERVICE CAMPAIGN IS
NEEDED TO EXPLAIN THE QUICK, AFFORDABLE WAY new golfer for doing the work needed to make that first set
an affordable and effective set of tools for learning the
TO FIT NEW GOLFER
Ty Walker, from the GBN Instructor Division, feels a public- game. Something along the lines of the “Every Sixth Club
Free” program now offered by U.S. Kids Golf would be a
access facility can be more insistent about early adoption
start, especially if it were targeted at players who legitiof custom-fit gear—without pricing people out of the market. He views the 14-club set as an acquired taste, unnec- mately were new to the market. Get Golf Ready is an obvious starting point for that.
essary for newcomers and not always useful even for exCourses with public access or lots of corporate-outing
perienced golfers. “As professionals, we have to make this
play
could productively devote shop space to a “silent
point loud and clear: You don’t need 14 clubs to play,” says
salesman”
display about new players and fitted clubs. T.J.
Walker, PGA Director of Instruction at Golftec’s flagship
Yeaton
likes
the idea of displaying a loft and lie bending
Denver location. “You need a driver, a club to rip the ball
machine
to
get
the point across that a good set of irons
out of fairway lies, and several lofted clubs to play into and
with
the
incorrect
lie can be bent to play properly after a
around the greens. If you’re swinging at a low speed, your
brief
session
on
the
lie board.
distance gap between a 6-iron and 7-iron is going to be
A
point
to
remember
is your personal influence as the
negligible.”
resident
expert
on
gear
and
the swing. Chris Braden, of
At the PGA of America’s 2010 Clubfitting Conference,
Pine
Creek
Golf
Club
in
Colorado
Springs, actually points
PGA Professional Tom Morton of the Haggin Oaks golf
to
the
down
side
of
that
dynamic
as
a lesson to remember.
complex in Sacramento pointed out that his facility hosts
“Members
see
the
golf
professional
experimenting
with a
some 500 new golfers each year as part of Get Golf Ready.
new
shaft
in
his
driver,
and
actually
improving
his
game
Morton put the question to his fellow attendees: Why not
with it—and suddenly they want that shaft installed,
give each new player a quick fitting as a way to explain
whether it’s right for them or not.”
what clubfitting is all about, and why they should make it
Hey, maybe the next smart move is beginning-golfer
part of their entry into the game?
clinics given by golf professionals carrying staff bags with
Matt Flenniken, an award-winner teacher and fitter
their name on the side but only six (custom-fit) clubs and a
based at Los Lagos Golf Course in San Jose, shared that
putter in there.

GBN’s Platinum Corporate Partners
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Member Q&A: “What I’ve Learned...”
Rick Grayson, Rick Grayson Golf School
Interview by GBN Special Correspondent David Gould
GBN Member Rick Grayson is the
longtime Director of the Rick Grayson
Golf School at Rivercut Golf Course in
Springfield, Missouri.

how little I knew until a student came along who was exceptionally talented. Her name was Anne Cain and she was one of
those great players you get lucky enough to work with. Anne
ended up as an All-American at the University of Georgia, played
in several U.S. Women’s Opens—really a superior talent.

This article continues our series featuring a variety of insights from
highly respected GBN members.

So, you couldn’t just keep repeating the grip-stance-andposture fundamentals with her, right?
No, I needed to really learn the swing. At that time the Golf Digest Schools were very prominent and had locations all over. I
attended one or two and then attached myself to those teachers—Bob Toski, Jim Flick, Peter Kostis, most especially Toski.

You’ve been voted Midwest PGA Teacher of the Year five
times, you’re on the GOLF Magazine Top 100 Teachers list,
you’re a US Kids Golf Top 50 Kids Teacher—so, you must
have known from the start that teaching was your vocation.
All I really knew from the start was I had a strong desire to make
golf my career. I was a decent high school player in Pryor, Oklahoma, my hometown. I moved to Springfield after college and
the people in that golf community made a very positive impression on me. Dorl Sweet, the head professional at Grandview Golf
Cse.—since renamed the Bill and Payne Stewart Golf Cse.—was
someone I particularly admired and learned from.

How were you able to specialize like that and still do the
work of a head golf professional ?
I couldn’t, so I quit being a head pro in 1984 and devoted myself
to teaching full-time. It was something I thought about for a
while, knowing I needed to support a family and wanting to build
a successful career. It wasn’t an easy decision, in the sense that
people questioned how I was going to make it work.

Yeah, how was it going to work?
I wasn’t entirely sure, but on the simplest level I earned maybe
You ended up working under Dorl Sweet. Was that who got
$25,000 in teaching revenue and only devoting about one-third
you started as a PGA Apprentice?
of my time to it. Just multiplying by three I saw the opportunity
That’s correct. I started under Dorl in 1976. He had lengthy exto generate enough income. Also, things were happening on the
perience and success working on the private club side. He had
head-pro side of the business. Guys were losing the concesthe idea of switching over to a high-quality municipal and bringsions that provided the real earning
ing country-club service to the public
power. I figured I would be one of those
player. Dorl was skilled in all aspects of
When
someone
says,
“We
head professionals who had the shop
running an operation—he was an exceltaken away, had the range taken away,
lent merchandiser, he promoted the
have too many golf courses,”
so I made a pro-active decision to do
game. He was a great PGA professional
your
reflex
answer
has
to
be:
what I wanted.
so it was fortunate for me to get my
“No we don’t—we have too
training from him.
And that decision brought you back
few golfers...” That commits
to Grandview Golf Course.
With such a thorough indoctrination,
Yes, I set up an arrangement with my
you to growing the game,
did you feel prepared to dive into a
old boss, Dorl Sweet, and spent 12
head job of your own?
believing that. – Rick Grayson years running the instruction program at
Yes, and that’s what I did. After I left Dorl
Grandview. I paid him rent and was the
I became head professional at Tri-Way
concessionaire on everything I could generate. It was the real
Country Club, in Republic, Missouri, a Springfield suburb. I was
sweet spot period for a local or regional golf school, drawing on
running tournaments, retailing, managing the golf staff, teachcorporate groups, civic groups, schools and just the area player
ing—the whole nine yards. I came to realize that, of all those
who wanted that experience.
duties, the part of it I really enjoyed was instruction. I have a lot
of school teachers in my clan—my mother, my sister, two
How did you make the move to Rivercut, where your school
aunts—so maybe it’s in the Grayson blood.
is located now?
As the Rivercut development was coming on-stream, a man
People say that when you’re good at something, you natunamed Jim Morris was approached regarding possible construcrally enjoy it.
tion of a high-tech teaching and learning center. Jim was Payne
That’s true enough, but I actually enjoyed teaching golf before I
Stewart’s godfather and a close friend of Payne’s father, Bill
was good at it. I taught through my own game and my own perStewart. Jim had been very successful in real estate and was
sonal swing keys, like most young golf instructors. I didn’t realize
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able to underwrite the $365,000 cost of the facility, which is
named after his late wife, Connie Morris, a great tournament
golfer in her own right. Jim said he would do it “on the condition
that Rick Grayson was put in charge of the center.” He knew my
passion for growing the game and passing on the values we all
shared, in that close-knit golf community. So Rivercut became
the home of my school and my business.

active, strategic promotion, it always slides over into that category of being a cult sport. It gets seen as a sport for the elite, or
for people who want to be off by themselves. Every PGA professional and course owner has to fight that mindset. We are all
leaders in this crusade to offer golf to the masses. When someone says, “We have too many golf courses,” your reflex answer
has to be: “No we don’t—we have too few golfers for the
courses that are in the market.” That commits you to growing
the game, believing that.

Could you share some of the highlights of your work with
junior golfers over the past 25 or so years?
One definite highlight is having over 30 of my students go on to
receive college golf scholarships. My work with Anne Cain was
an early highlight, and still one of the most rewarding. I also
coached a boy, Jace Long, who went on to play No. 1 at the
University of Missouri. Six different juniors have come through
our school and gone on to win state individual high school
championships. There was one year when both the Missouri
state boys champion and the Oklahoma state girls champion
were my players.

Here’s the tough question—how does that get done?
Right now I’ll give you a simple, two-part answer: Go to the
schools, because that’s where the kids are, and use SNAG.
[Note: as most GBN members know, SNAG is a modified, playanywhere form of golf that replicates all the skills of the game in
a fun, safe fashion] This is how you get away from the constant
problem of wanting to get kids out to the course, but not having
good ways to get them there and get their use of the course paid
for. We have to go to where the kids are. In Springfield, that is
happening. Our city’s junior golf foundation has arranged with
the schools to have SNAG be part of the Phys. Ed. curriculum.
We invested $60,000 of our charitable funds to get SNAG into all
the Springfield schools. We said: If you accept this gear and
teacher training, you have to guarantee us a six-week unit for
every kid, every year. They signed on to that.

What is it about the kids that gets you so motivated?
It comes down to an inner need of mine to share what golf has
to offer. I have a total belief that it is the greatest game or sport
for a person’s overall life experience. It can help teach honesty. It
can help teach hard work. The game provided something so
meaningful and important to me, that I want the same benefit for
people who come after. If I help them put golf in their life from a
young age, they can benefit from that their whole life. I played
with my father until he was 84 years old.

Can you follow up on that introduction?
Absolutely. We have a flow that every kid can easily follow. They
can get started with SNAG at school, then they come play at the
four-hole course the city built here at Rivercut, and from there
they can go to the par-3 course that our junior golf foundation
renovated completely. It was built in 1958 to introduce people to
the game, but never maintained. We came in and rebuilt the
greens, put in irrigation, put in Zoysia turf, built new tees, built
lights and a security fence. From Tuesday to
Friday, any kid can play there for free if they’re
with a paying adult.

The game’s got all these benefits, but they have to be demonstrated—they aren’t self-explanatory, right?
Correct, and the golf industry has basically hit it out of bounds
when it comes to promoting the benefit of the game. Without

The junior programs that Rick Grayson is actively involved with serve 9,000 children in the
Springfield school system and 4,700 at the local golf facilities. The Boys and Girls Clubs provide
the “golf bus” shown here to transport juniors to and from the city’s Betty Allison Junior Course.
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Your community has accomplished so
much in player development. Why is
Springfield, Missouri such a hotbed for
youth participation?
There has been a strong golf culture here going back generations. Springfield is the home
of Horton Smith, Masters champ and PGA of
America president. It’s where tour pros like Ky
Laffoon, Herman Keiser, Cathy Reynolds,
Leonard Dodson and of course Payne
Stewart are from. I counted up tour victories
by Springfield natives once, and it’s over 60.
But all that means is we had a base to
build on. We’ve chosen to build on that,
we’ve been committed to providing golf as an
opportunity to all Springfield kids. What we’ve
done, any community can do, if they have the
will. Let me ask you, why is the College
Baseball World Series played every year in
Omaha, Nebraska? I’ll tell you why—because
somebody said that would be great for our
community. That’s something that fits our
character, and we want that. It’s the same
with youth golf development.

GBN SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: MIZUNO
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GBN MEMBER BENEFIT

Webinar and Video Archives Address Dozens of Critical Topics
GBN’s growing archive of webinars and videotaped
presentations recently surpassed more than 100 hours of
educational information that can be accessed at any time
on the GBN members website.
These archives can been searched and watched
from the landing page each time you log in to
golfbusinessnetwork.com. The webinars will be found in
the lower left portion of your landing page and the videos
are found in the lower right portion. Simply scroll to find
the topic of your choice. The most recent additions are
the first ones you will see. Continue to scroll to reach
earlier presentations.
The presenters are among the world’s foremost experts on each subject and much of the information in this
library was created specifically for GBN members.

• Mike Killian - Liquidating Inventory and Creating Incremental Sales
• Lisa Langas - Staff Training: Invest in Your Golf Shop
Team Today
• Georgiana Lewis - Social Media Marketing: The Basics
• Bob Mulcahy - Creating an Effective Instructor Resume
• Bob Mulcahy - Succeeding in an Interview
• Bob Mulcahy - Strategies For Writing An Effective Resume, Cover Letter, and Portfolio
• Bob Mulcahy - Writing an Effective Job Description
• Jeff Ritter - Building Your Teaching Brand While Leveraging New Media Opportunities
• Dave Phillips - What’s New in Teaching Technologies

WEBINAR PRESENTATIONS

• Ricky Potts - Social Media: Facebook Best Practices
for Growing Your Business

The current webinar archive includes the following
topics and presenters:

• Bill Price - No Golfer Left Behind Initiative: Clubfitting
Issues for Juniors and Women

• Lorin Anderson - Expanding
Your Media Presence

• Brendan Ryan - How to Help Juniors Find the Right
College Golf Team

• Lorin Anderson - Making the
List: Tips for Becoming Part of
Golf Publications’ Top Teacher
List

• Dr. Paul Schempp - Developing Expert Teaching Skills
• Jim Williams - Equipment Financing 101: Alternative
Methods for Equipment Acquisition

• Lorin Anderson - Your Business Plan

Sponsor webinars:

• Mike Bender - Building a Competitive Golfer: From Junior to Pro

• COUTOUR: “Why Putter Fitting and Instruction Must
Go Together & Why it’s More Profitable” – Todd Sones

• Henry Brunton - Coaching Juniors
• Steve Burzynski - Maximizing Your Website: Best Practices for Generating More Business From a Website

• NUTMEG MARKETING: “Why Gifts Matter: How to
make your Tournament Gifts More Meaningful” – Matt
Jacobson

• Mark Connell - Build a Better Teaching Building

• POLO: “Tech Fabrics in Golf” – Billy Draddy

• Brian Dobbie - Send-Out-Cards: Building Your Business Through Appreciation

• SAM PuttLab: “SAM PuttLab’s Research into Putter
Fitting” – Jef Carr

• Kevin Donnellon - Blogging: How Blogs Can Benefit
Your Teaching Business

• SHOTBYSHOT.COM: The State of the Game as Seen
Through ShotByShot.com – Peter Sanders

• Brendon Elliott - No Golfer Left Behind Initiative: Why
You Need a “Pee-Wee’s” Junior Program

• TRACKMAN: “The New Ball Flight Laws and Additional
Research Results” – Matt Frelich

• Bobby Foster - Tools to Build a Better Instruction Business

VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

• John Godwin - No Golfer Left Behind Initiative: Why
You Need Family and Junior Tees

The current video presentation archive includes the
following topics and presenters: (Continued on p.13)
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(Continued from p. 12)

• Lisa Langas - (Merchandising) What is an "Open to
Buy" and Why do I Need One?

• Mike Adams - Analyzing Your
Students’ Body Functions

• Mike Malaska - Adding Fitness to Your Teaching
• Brian Manzella - How TrackMan and 3-D Data are Refining 21st Century Teaching, Part 1

• Mike Adams and Mike Malaska on Teaching the Full
Swing

• Brian Manzella - How TrackMan and 3-D Data are Refining 21st Century Teaching, Part 2

• Lorin Anderson - Instructor
Marketing and Branding

• Bill McGowan - Improving Your Public Speaking
• Zach Miller and Ricky Potts - How to Grow Your Business Using Social Media

• Todd Anderson and Randy
Myers - Live Lessons

• Zach Miller and Ricky Potts - Website Design and Content Control

• Steve Atherton - Learning Styles, Most Difficult Move,
Power Production
• Mike Bender - Building a Teaching Business

• Karen Moraghan - Inexpensive Public Relations and
Brand Building

• Mike Bender - Teaching Competitive Players

• Bob Mulcahy - Create More Value in a Down Economy

• Mark Blackburn and Jon Tattersall - Understanding
Functional Movement in Golf Skills, Part 1

• Bob Mulcahy - Protecting Your Job in an Uncertain
Market

• Mark Blackburn and Jon Tattersall - Understanding
Functional Movement in Golf Skills, Part 2

• Bob Mulcahy and Mike Scully - How to Effectively Utilize an Action Plan at Your Club

• Henry Brunton - The Movement Towards a Coaching
Model

• David Orr - 5 Common Putting Problems and Some
Cures

• Rod Cook and Dr. Troy Van Biezen - Injury Prevention/
Performance Improvement

• Overcoming Today's Economic Challenges

• Bill Davis - The Wave of the Future for Coaching Golf,
Part 1

• Panel Discussion - Member Retention and Recruitment

• Panel Discussion - Player Development
• Panel Discussion - Non-Traditional Teaching Facilities

• Bill Davis - The Wave of the Future for Coaching Golf,
Part 2

• Dave Phillips - What's Next in Golf Instruction

• David Donatucci and John Scheffler - Bridging the
Body/Swing Gap (Sponsored by K-Vest)

• Ricky Potts - Best Practices: Facebook and Twitter

• Patty Donnelly, PhD. - Teaching Junior Golfers

• Dana Rader and Dr. Jim Suttie - Live Lessons

• Matt Frelich - Using Trackman for Player Development

• Peter Sanders - Statistics vs. Analysis

• Matt Frelich - What TrackMan has Learned from the
World's Greatest Golfers.

• Paul Schempp - How the Best Teachers Became the
Best

• Green Grass One - Competing as a Boutique Green
Grass Retailer

• Todd Sones - Salesmanship for Golf Professionals

• Resume and Interview Strategy Seminar

• Kevin Sprecher - Developing Your Teaching Business
(From Assistant Professionals annual meeting)

• Martin Hall - Avoid the Red Lights for A Successful
Teaching Career
• Don Hurter - Teaching the Short Game

• Mark Sweeney - Greenreading Through AimPoint
Technology

• Dr. Rick Jensen - Taking Your Teaching Business to a
Higher Level

• Taking Over the Golf Operations as a new HGP
• Time Management

• Dr. Rick Jensen - It’s Not Impossible: Managing the
Work/Life Balance of a Golf Professional

• Utilizing Technology to Better Communicate with
Members and Staff

• Charlie King and Lorin Anderson - Instructor Marketing
Ideas

• Stan Utley - How I Teach Putting
• Dr. Gio Valiente - Fearless Golf

• Lisa Langas - (Merchandising) From Budget to Sale
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GBN SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT: CUTTER & BUCK

Creating a Global Lifestyle Brand with Golf at the Core
After enjoying a heritage of 20-plus
course to clubhouse in style. Luxurious wovens, rich sweater
years as an authentic golf brand, Cutvests, and retail-inspired knits from our Cutter & Buck Legacy
ter & Buck is not content to rest on its
collection complete the assortment on the men’s side. Our
laurels as we head into Spring 2012.
men’s International Golf collection features technically adThere are a lot of exciting developvanced outerwear inspired by golf in the elements; much like
ments
the Pacific Northwest, a
at Cutter & Buck that posiland of ever-changing
tion us for continued growth
weather.
as a global lifestyle brand,
Women’s Cutter & Buck
with golf at the core of our
sees the addition of new
heritage. Some highlights of
items that are perfect for an
Cutter & Buck for Spring
active lifestyle both on and
2012:
off the course. The Annika
~ New Branding – Cutline continues to provide
ter & Buck’s new logos
unrivaled performance
evolve the company’s brand
thanks to cutting-edge
identity into a more modern
technology and distinctive
place without abandoning
details.
the proud tradition behind
~ New Address - While
the original C&B pennant
we continue to be firmly
and Tour logo.
rooted in the Pacific North~ Updated Fit – Like the
west, calling Seattle home,
brand identity it was time to
our New York address is
evolve our fit. The men’s
changing. Next month we
U.S. Golf fit has been
will be celebrating the
tweaked and translated into
Grand Opening of a new
a fit that is still relaxed yet
space in New York at 1410
more modern – not too
Broadway. For those of you
generous yet not too tight –
who call the New York area
just right! Our International
home we invite you to stop
Golf line provides a trimmer,
in for a cocktail in our new
more European fit.
space on Monday July 18th
~ New Product – In the
from 6:00-8:00 pm. If you
1990’s we were seen as
can’t make it we hope that
trailblazers because our
on a future visit you’ll be
classic clothing looked and
able to take advantage of
felt just as right on the golf
this awesome new space
course as off it. And, bethat embodies the spirit of
cause we took the utmost
our brand.
pride in every detail of each
While we have a lot of
garment we became known
“new” to share this season,
for quality. None of this has
one of the things that hasn’t
ever changed. Nor will it.
changed is our commitment
We continue to set the bar
to our customers, to PGA
for golf apparel that is “clasProfessionals, and to leadsic with a twist.”
ing industry organizations
The Spring 2012 collecsuch as GBN. If you are
tion takes current trends
already a supporter of Cutand interprets them in a
ter & Buck, we thank you!
wearable way with meticuIf you are not currently falous attention to detail. Our
miliar with Cutter & Buck,
Mackenzie half-zip and
there is no time like Spring
Northshore stripe are but a
2012 to take a look – we
few examples of great
know that you’ll like what
Cutter & Buck’s 2012 will include the Northshore stripe and Mackenzie half-zip
clothing to take you from
you see!
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GBN MEMBER MILESTONES

New Children’s Golf Book
Nicole Weller, head teaching professional at The
Landings Club, was just four years old when she
started to play golf. So it comes as little surprise
that she has published a
book designed to help juniors, ages 4 to 8, embrace
the game of golf.
“Stick to Sports: Let’s
Play Golf,” a 48-page activity book, was released in
June. More information on
the book is available by visiting www.sticktosports.com. The book is priced at
$12.95 (U.S. and Canada), plus shipping. Quantity
discounts available on orders of five or more.

InFuzion Magazine Launched by GBN
Member, Features GBN Colleagues
Mike Bury has
launched Golf Infuzion.
The instructionoriented magazine
happened by accident.
Bury was sitting at his
computer working on a
program for his juniors,
and it started to take
the shape of a magazine article. He thought
that it would be a great
way to spread his message if he grouped several of these articles together
and posted them on his website to be downloaded
for free. As the project evolved Bury enlisted the
help of more teachers to write material.
Three issues have been published so far (April,
May, June). In the few months since the first issue
was published some amazing things have happened. “One of the best outcomes,” says Bury, “is
that the next generation of top teachers is working
together, sharing ideas, talking about what we do,
and we are all getting better as a result.”
InFuzion already has several GBN contributors
including Jeff Ritter, Kevin Smeltz, Henry Brunton, Trillium Sellers and Brian Schorsten. To subscribe, visit www.golfinfuzion.com It’s free!

Ritter iPhone Ap
Jeff Ritter, who has presented multiple times to
GBN’s members about creative ways to promote a
golf instruction business, is
one of our first members to
launch his own iPhone
App. The free download
features HD instructional
videos and drills, access to
Jeff Ritter’s large YouTube
library, podcasts, and
much more. Additional
premium video content will
be made available via inapp purchases.
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